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Day 01 Beijing 

Day 02 Beijing (B, L) 

Day 03 Beijing (B, L) 

Day 04 Beijing / Xian (B, L) 

Day 05 Xian (B, L) 

 
 
 

Arrive in Beijing, the capital of China. You are greeted by your guide at the airport outside the 

luggage claim area with your name displayed and then transferred to 3-star King’s Parkview 

Hotel. 

 

Morning program takes you to Tian'an Men 

Square and the Forbidden City, the residence of 

Chinese emperors for more than 500 years. 

Afternoon sightseeing features the Temple of 

Heaven, where emperors once prayed for good 

harvests. Following is a visit to the Summer 

Palace, a summer resort for Empress Dowager Ci 

Xi. Visit a pearl market nearby and then transfer 

to hotel. 

 

 

The highlight today is to conquer the Badaling Great 

Wall, a symbol of the Chinese ancient civilization.   

On the way, visit a Jade Carving Factory. Drive back 

to city and stop by the Olympic venues, which are 

more often to be known as Bird Nest and Water Cube. 

You can take some photos outside. 

 

 

 
 

In the morning, take the high speed train to the ancient city of 

Xian. Meet and check into the 3-star HNA Downtown Hotel. 

Today you will enjoy a leisure stroll on the top of the Ancient 

City Wall, the best preserved in the world, and the Small Wild 

Goose Pagoda. 

 

 

 
 

A full day tour recalls the glories of ancient Xian as 

you visit the burial site of an incredible army of 8000 

lifelike Terra-cotta soldiers. After lunch drive back to 

the city and visit the Great Mosque at the Muslim 

8 Days China Highlight Tour 
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Day 06 Xian / Shanghai (B, L) 

Day 07 Shanghai (B, L) 

Day 08 Shanghai (B) 

quarter. This Mosque is only one in China that perfectly combines the Muslim customs and 

Chinese culture, and features like a unique garden. 

 

After breakfast in the morning, transfer to the 

airport for your flight to Shanghai. Upon arrival in 

Shanghai, the commercial center of China. Meet 

your guide and proceed to visit the fabulous Yu 

Garden, following is a leisure stroll  at  the  

famous waterfront Bund and Nanjing Road at the 

shopping center. Check in 3-star Holiday Inn 

Express Putuo Hotel. 

 

Pick up at your Shanghai hotel lobby and transfer to 

visit the Zhujiajiao , the best-preserved ancient water 

town among the four ancient towns in shanghai with 

a history of 1700 years. Followed is the Xin Tiandi 

(New Heaven and Earth) Occupied by trendy bars, 

restaurants and shops, the area is now a top nightspot 

for the locals and tourists alike. The neighborhood of 

remodeled "Stone Gate" houses is architectural 

evidence of the international influences in Shanghai's history. Next is the French concession in 

Shanghai, China from 1849 until 1946, which progressively expanded in the late 19th and early 

20th centuries. 

 

After breakfast transfer to the airport for your departure flight 
 

Valid Till: 31 Dec 2020 
 

Group Size Price Single room supplement 

2-5pax USD1319/Person USD225/Person 

6-9pax USD1019/Person USD225/Person 

10-15pax USD919/Person USD195/Person 

15pax or above USD889/Person USD195/Person 

 
The quotation includes: 

1. Hotel accommodations with breakfast 

2. Private English-speaking guide in each city 

3. Air-conditioned tour bus in each city. 

4. Chinese meals indicated in the above itinerary 

5. Entrance fees for sightseeing places indicated in the above itinerary 

6. Bullet train 2nd class seat: Beijing/Xian 

7. Economy class airfare: Xian/Shanghai 

8. Government taxes 
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9. China Travel Insurance 
 

The quotation excludes: 

1. International airfare 

2. China visa 

3. Tips and personal expense 
 

 

 

 
 
 

       (XT – 20/01/2020) 
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